FLAHERTY & CRUMRINE PREFERRED INCOME FUND
To the Shareholders of Flaherty & Crumrine Preferred Income Fund (“PFD”):
Increased volatility was a common theme in most markets during the first fiscal quarter1, and the
preferred securities market was no exception. Total return2 on net asset value (“NAV”) was -2.3% for the
quarter, while total return on market price was 1.8%.
As we mentioned in our last letter, markets entered a new phase with “liftoff” in December. The Federal
Reserve’s 0.25% hike in short-term interest rates was its first step in slowly removing unprecedented levels
of monetary accommodation. However, other parts of the world, notably Europe and Japan, are still easing
monetary policy by increasing quantitative easing (QE) programs and pushing short-term interest rates into
negative territory. With concerns over economic growth in China adding to the equation, investors are
struggling to figure out how all the pieces fit together going forward. Understandably, markets are factoring
in a possibility of policy mistakes along the way, as these are uncharted territories for everyone. The result
has been increased volatility in most markets, including commodities (oil, natural gas, and metals), stocks,
U.S. Treasuries, corporate bonds, and preferred securities.
Reduced probabilities for future rate increases in the U.S., and negative rates in some regions,
triggered an absolute rout in bank common stocks—with the average U.S. bank stock returning -20% during
the fiscal period. Preferred securities fared much better but cheapened in sympathy (as did more-senior
bank securities). Bank earnings should benefit from higher interest rates, but any upside to future earnings
that investors had been hoping for (and pricing into stock prices) has been scaled back from earlier
projections.
European bank common stocks were among the worst performers, and this had a related impact on the
contingent capital securities market (these “CoCos” are the non-U.S. version of preferreds). Deutsche Bank
was in the headlines yet again—this time with concerns about its ability to pay coupons on CoCos and
preferred securities. The market reacted very negatively, and CoCo prices were dragged down substantially
across the board. Once again, U.S. preferreds fared better but still cheapened in sympathy.
There is a lot for investors in all markets to consider, but as it relates to preferreds, we suggest taking a
step back to reflect on a longer-term view of favorable fundamentals.
Bank earnings are certainly important to investors, since dividends are paid out of earnings and profits.
However, growth in earnings, while critical to common stock valuation, is not a critical determinant of
creditworthiness and preferred-stock valuation. We focus much more on a bank’s capital—on its ability to
absorb losses while still being able to pay preferred dividends—than on earnings growth. On this front, the
news is positive as the common equity capital at banks in which we invest continues to build, which supports
debt and preferred stock that are senior to common equity.
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Following the methodology required by the Securities and Exchange Commission, total return assumes dividend reinvestment.

Low interest rates will have mixed implications for both issuers of and investors in preferred securities,
but overall they should benefit prices of preferred securities as a global search for yield continues. We also
believe recent concerns around CoCos (which represented 1.5% of the Fund as of period end) will turn out
to be noise, as issuers and regulators consider CoCos a necessary market that they are loath to damage by
not paying coupons.
Global economic recovery will be slow, and policy mistakes are likely to be made. As we have said
before, income (coupons) can make up for quite a bit of principal change over time—and preferreds
continue to offer higher yields than many other fixed-income securities. While volatility may be with us for
some time, and the ride may be bumpy, we believe total returns will be competitive over time for preferred
investors.
As always, we encourage you to visit the Fund’s website, www.preferredincome.com for timely and
important information.
Sincerely,
The Flaherty & Crumrine Portfolio Management Team
March 31, 2016
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